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Abstract 
The basis of the data integration service of cognitive systems is the linguistic means of describing 
integrated data (Integrated Data Framework - IDF). IDF is a specialized language for creating 
metadata that describes the properties of a data set and the order of its application in integration 
processes. The syntax of IDF is based on the XML syntax, which provides the possibility of 
processing language constructions by standard means. The peculiarity of the means of 
integration is that, unlike known technologies, they are implemented not at the instrumental 
level, but at the protocol level. This solution makes it possible to perform data integration using 
an intermediate layer, on which actions are performed independently of the platforms and 
technologies of implementation of other components of the open information system. In the 
course of the work, an analysis of existing approaches to the specification of formal description 
languages, in particular UML, OWL, XACML, etc., was carried out. The model description language 
is based on XML, as a flexible tool that allows you to expand the syntax and semantics of the 
language and is based on the vast majority of modern languages used in ontological modelling. 
The scope of application of the model description language is determined by the main variants of 
its use.  
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1. Introduction 

Semantics is an inherent property of data that ensures its meaningfulness and the 

possibility of using data for its intended purpose. In general, semantics is defined by a set of 

correspondences between formal notations and real subject areas (SA) concepts of an 

information resource, which allows unambiguous interpretation of data at various stages of 

working with them. In modern information technologies, several different means of 

determining the data semantics are used. The simplest means of data interpretation is the 

interpretation of its schema, for example, the description of table columns, XML tags, 

document sections, etc. In large systems that use integrated information resources, there 

are more complex means of determining the semantics of data, in particular, thesauruses 

(dictionaries of data), metadata and ontologies [1-3]. The main theoretical foundations, 

principles and provisions of semantic integration (integration of semantics) of data are 

formulated, in particular, in [3-9]. In [10-15], the concept of semantic integration is 

substantiated, as well as the methods of contextual analysis and the application of 

ontologies as a tool for building an integrated content space, the concept of the conditions 

of semantic integration of data and the concept of semantic distance between data sets are 

defined. 

2. Related works 

The basic principles of the formation and application of metadata as a means of 

determining the semantics of data are outlined in [11-15]. In particular, the Zachman 

scheme for the metadata organization is defined. This scheme provides for the formation of 

the metadata composition according to certain principles, which require the definition of 

such elements as metadata about the data object, data subject, time indicators, the location 

and application of data, the purpose of data and the method of their use. In [16], a scheme 

for constructing a description of the information resource "Dublin core" (named after the 

city of Dublin, Ohio, USA, where the working group to create the corresponding standard 

worked) is described. Dublin Core is a metadata standard (format), a simple and effective 

set of values for describing a wide range of information resources of various types. Dublin 

Core Semantics was created by an international interdisciplinary group of specialists in 

computer science, the Internet, librarianship, text coding, museum science, and other 

related fields. 

The Dublin Core standard is divided into two levels [16]: 

 simple (unqualified), which includes 15 elements; 

 competent (qualified), consisting of 18 elements and a group of qualifiers that clarify 

the semantics of the elements to improve the quality of the search for information 

resources. 

The basic set of metadata elements of the simple Dublin core (Dublin Core Metadata 

Element Set; DCMES) consists of 15 units: Title; Creator; Subject; Description; Publisher; 

Contributor; Date; Type; Format; Identifier; Source; Language; Relation; Coverage; Rights. 



[16] show the possibilities of combining the principles of metadata construction based on 

the Dublin core with such means of describing the semantics of information resources as 

RDF-XML and OWL.  

The application of ontologies in the processes of semantic data integration is described 

in [5-18]. Ontology makes it possible to define a set of concepts and correspondences 

between them without the subject area specification. In general, ontologies form the 

infrastructure necessary to define the semantics of data, which can be adequately perceived 

and processed both by software and by humans. This approach allows you to correctly solve 

problems related to the data content at the formal level using information technology tools. 

The difference between an ontology describing an information resource and metadata, such 

as, for example, the Dublin Core, is, at first glance, subtle but significant. Although both tools 

are used for the semantic integration of data, the fundamental difference between them lies 

in the degree of human participation in the integration processes. Metadata, in general, is 

created, edited and interpreted by people, so subjective factors, in particular, limitations on 

the complexity of their presentation and understanding, are a decisive factor. In contrast to 

traditional metadata, ontology is a basic formal model of means of integration of 

information resources and implementation of various additional functions. As a result, the 

ontology's use allows us to operate with more complex and formalized concepts that are 

often beyond human competence. Data ontology is considered a means of versatile and 

detailed formalization of knowledge about data using a conceptual scheme. As a rule, the 

composition of such a scheme includes a description of the data structure, which contains 

definitions of all relevant classes of objects, their relationships and rules (theorems, 

restrictions) specified in the subject area of the data set [18-21]. Data ontologies are 

described by various means, and today there are quite a few languages for describing 

ontologies. However, given that in any ontology terms are defined and logical connections 

between them are set, the semantics of describing terms and connections in different 

languages will be the same. Ontological systems are built based on the following principles 

[21-27]: 

 formalization, i.e. description of objective elements of reality using single, clearly 

defined samples (terms, models, etc.); 

 use of a limited number of basic terms (entities), based on which all other concepts 

are constructed; 

 internal completeness and logical consistency. 

Unlike an ordinary dictionary, an ontological system is characterized by internal unity, 

logical interrelationship, and consistency of the concepts used [28-33]. One of the directions 

in the research of methods and means of processing data based on ontologies, which are 

actively developing today, is the direction related to the use of Web-ontologies [24-28]. The 

tools created in this field, such as XML-RDF (Resource Definition Framework) [23-33], and 

OWL (Web Ontology Language) are to some extent suitable for solving problems of 

semantic data integration. The main tasks performed in this part of the work are [34-42]: 



1. generalization and classification of approaches to the semantic integration of data at 

different levels of their presentation and perception to determine the most 

acceptable for use in open systems environments; 

2. development of basic provisions and principles of integration of data semantics in 

open information systems for their further implementation in appropriate means; 

3. determination of the order and place of application of semantic integration in the 

processes of forming the content of the global integrated information resource of 

open systems; 

4. development of formal requirements for the semantic integration of disparate data 

to avoid contradictions and conflicts in their content and the formation of an agreed 

result. 

3.  Models and methods 

3.1. Means of semantic data integration 

The integration of data semantics involves the formation of a single content space for the 

perception, interpretation and application of data regardless of their presentation format 

and structure. One of the main problems in this process is the formation of requirements 

for the semantic integration of data sets, with the help of which it is possible to assess the 

possibility or impossibility of combining their content [25] The most famous approaches to 

semantic integration today are the following [42-45]: integration based on metadata; 

contextual semantic integration; integration based on ontologies. 

Semantic integration based on metadata. This approach involves comparing the 

composition and content of metadata of two sets to determine the possibility of their 

semantic integration. Metadata provides the formation and application of a description of 

the main properties of a set of data (information resource), in particular, those that 

determine its semantic characteristics. One of the common ways of creating metadata is the 

dimension scheme of Zachman [26], which provides for the creation of six categories of 

metadata (dimensions) that describe the following IR properties [46-54]: 

 data objects – description of entities that associate with values from the data set; 

 data subjects – description of persons who create or use data; 

 time indicators – a description of time points or intervals characterizing the creation, 

maintenance and use of data; 

 data placement – a description of the location of the data and the methods and order 

of access to the resource; 

 purpose of data – description of functions and tasks that use the information 

resource; 

 the procedure for using data - rules and restrictions on working with the information 

resource. 

The general structure of information resource metadata, built according to the Zachman 

scheme, is presented in Fig. 1. Each of the dimensions of metadata is a certain set of values 



that characterizes one of the aspects of organization, perception and application of a certain 

set of data, in particular, in the processes of semantic integration with other resources. 

Set of metadata – МDi of some data set Di is given as: 

МDi =<МDoi, МDsi, МDpi, МDti, МDgi, МDmi >, (1) 

where МDoi is metadata about data objects; МDsi is metadata about data subjects; МDpi is 

metadata about data placement; МDti is metadata about time data; МDgi is metadata about 

the purpose of using the data; МDmi is metadata about the order of data use. 

The coincidence of metadata values of two sets according to defined dimensions forms a 

condition of semantic integration. The degree of coincidence of metadata values of a certain 

category depends on specific tasks, but, as a rule, its numerical expression should not be 

less than 80%. Determining the categories of metadata that form the conditions of semantic 

integration and the procedure for determining their coincidence is a task that is difficult to 

formalize and often requires the participation of an expert. This factor significantly limits 

the possibilities of using such metadata as a means of operational semantic integration in 

open information systems. An alternative method of organizing metadata to the Zachman 

scheme is the Dublin core. The main principles of building a metadata system based on the 

Dublin core are simplicity, clear semantics, internationalization, extensibility, ambiguity, 

simplified representation of metadata, correctness of values, connection with syntax, and 

use of standard namespaces. 

Di data 

set
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objects (what?)

Metadata about 
subjects (who?)

Metadata about 
time (when?)

Location 
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Metadata about 
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Figure 1: Zachman scheme of metadata organization 

The use of such a list of information resource properties allows formalizing and unifying 

the description of the data to be integrated, in particular, their semantic content. Metadata 

built according to the principles of the Dublin core have the following features (Fig. 2): 

 make it possible to create a description of any kind of information resource - from 

an art book to web pages, electronic documents and DB; 

 provide a complete and comprehensive description of all data properties, in 

particular, those that determine their semantics; 



 it is possible to display metadata in XML format, which greatly simplifies the 

processes of their formal processing. 

An example of a set of metadata describing an information resource that contains the 

text of a scientific article built according to the principles of the Dublin core in the format of 

an XML document is shown in Fig. 2. 

Formally, the set of metadata of some information resource D, built according to the 

principles of the Dublin core, will be presented in the form of a combination of description 

elements provided by the standard: 

MDDC(D) ={MD1DC(D), MD2DC(D), … , MD15DC(D)}, (2) 

where MDDC(D) is a set of metadata; MDkDC(D), k=1,2,…,15 value of the corresponding 

element of the base set of the Dublin kernel. 

 

Figure 2: Example of an IR description based on the Dublin Core in XML format 

In this case, the condition of semantic integration of data is formulated based on the 

matching function of the elements of the description of two information resources D1 and 

D2, which are determined to be essential for their combination into a single integrated 

resource: 

Map(MDiDC(D1), MDiDC(D2))= true, (3) 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<!--  An example of metadata built according to the principles of the Dublin core --> 

<metadata xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"  

xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"> 

<!-- Resource name --><dc:title> Semantic data integration </dc:title> 

<!-- Resource author --><dc:creator> Andriy Berko  </dc:creator> 

<!-- Surname of the author in his native language --> 

<dc:creator xml:lang="UA"> Андрій Берко </dc:creator> 

<!-- Subjects according to UDC --> 

<dc:subject xsi:type="dcterms:UDC">  UDC 004.652 </dc:subject> 

<!-- Topics in Ukrainian -->  

<dc:subject xml:lang="UA"> моделі баз даних </dc:subject> 

<!-- Опис змісту ресурсу українською мовою --> 

<dc:description xml:lang="UA">  

У роботі розглянуто моделі семантичної інтеграції баз даних та даних довільного формату на основі метаданих, 

контекстного аналізу та онтологій 

</dc:description> 

<!-- Resource creation date --><dc:date> 01.10.2023  </dc:date> 

<!-- Resource type --><dc:type> article </dc:type> 

<!-- Presentation format --> <dc:format> MS Word 2019 </dc:format> 

<!-- Resource identifier --><dc:identifier> stattia_10.2023.docx </dc:identifier> 

<!-- Data source --> 

<dc:source>http://Andriy.Berko.Lviv.net/stattia_10.2023 </dc:source> 

<!-- Resource presentation language --><dc:language> UA </dc:language> 

<!-- End of metadata --> 

</metadata>  



where i(1 – 15). Depending on the values of MDiDC(D1) and MDiDC(D2), the value of the 

coincidence function can be true or false (Fig. 3a). 

The list of metadata elements that are essential in a particular case depends on the 

nature and tasks of their semantic integration. Two sets of data for which the matching 

function on essential metadata elements takes the value "true" is considered suitable for 

semantic integration. In general, it can be one or more elements of the Dublin core. An 

important problem of this approach is that the concept of coincidence of values, in the 

general case, means their formal equality, therefore, a clear definition of the coincidence 

function is a task that cannot always be performed without the participation of a human 

expert. For this, special tables of correspondence of metadata values are used, which make 

it possible to conclude the correspondence of the content of individual elements of the 

Dublin core. For example, the topic of the "Internet" data set is similar in content to the 

"World Wide Web" topic. The need for expert participation in the formation of criteria for 

the integration of information resources significantly reduces the universality and scope of 

the use of metadata as a means of semantic integration. 
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Figure 3: Based on the Dublin core and contextual semantic integration 

Semantic integration based on contextual analysis. This method is based on a 

meaningful comparison of the information content of data sets to be integrated. This 

approach makes it possible to evaluate the possibilities of integrating both structured 

(relational) data and loosely structured data presented in arbitrary formats. An essential 

aspect of determining the semantics of heterogeneous data is their context. Context can take 

many forms, such as text and hyperlinks on a Web page, the name of the directory in which 

the data is stored, accompanying annotations and comments on the data, links to physically 

or logically close data elements, a list of keywords and concepts, etc. In such an application, 



context helps interpret the content of the data. Loosely structured data is often less accurate 

than data in traditional databases. The fact that they are obtained from an unstructured 

resource makes such data semantically heterogeneous or sensitive to the conditions under 

which they were recorded. Since, in most cases, semantic analysis of the full content of 

information resources is difficult, and often impossible, in integration processes, it is 

replaced by contextual analysis of thesaurus terms of data sets. Thesaurus terms are a list 

of key concepts related to data and are included in a special list - the thesaurus. They are 

used to describe the semantic correspondence between the lexical units of this data set and 

specific concepts and meanings from the subject area. The basis for forming a thesaurus is, 

for example, a list of descriptions of database table columns, XML tags in a document, names 

of sections and points of a text document, hyperlinks on a Web page, etc. 

The condition for the possibility of semantic integration of two data sets in this case is 

the function of contextual semantic distance between them (CSD function). The value of the 

CSD function is calculated as follows. Let and i and j be the sets of thesaurus terms of the 

data sets Di and Dj, respectively, ij be the set of thesaurus terms that are semantically 

common to the two sets, |i|, |j|, |ij| are powers of the corresponding sets. Then the value 

of the contextual semantic distance function between data sets is calculated as the share of 

common values in the smaller of the sets of thesaurus terms of two data sets: 

CSD(𝐷𝑖 ,D𝑗) =
|𝛺𝑖𝑗|

Min(|Ω𝑖|,|𝛺𝑗|)
. (4) 

It is considered that the semantic integration of two data sets is possible if the value of 

the contextual semantic distance function satisfies the condition CSD(Di, Dj)0,8. Fig. 3b 

presents a general diagram of the process of semantic integration of two sets of disparate 

data using thesaurus terms and the semantic distance function.  

Compared to the order of semantic integration based on metadata, contextual analysis 

allows to implementation of the verification of the conditions of semantic integration at the 

formal level and does not require the direct participation of an expert. The most difficult 

element of this method is the formation of a thesaurus for a data set that contains a certain 

information resource. Due to the heterogeneity of data formats and structures to be 

integrated, creating sets of key terms can be quite time-consuming and inefficient. In 

addition, the formation of the thesaurus largely depends on the subjective human factor, 

which significantly affects the universality of the method and its independence from specific 

conditions. 

3.2.  Application of ontologies for semantic integration of data 

3.2.1. Ontologies as a means of describing data semantics 

The most promising approach to the integration of data semantics today is the 

integration based on ontologies. This method of integration involves the use of the main 

provisions of the two previous approaches - integration using thesauri and metadata, but is 

much more general than them and takes into account more aspects of data semantics. The 

use of ontologies as a means of semantic integration is substantiated in [4-5]. In general, an 

ontology is considered a complete formalized specification of some subject area, which aims 



to provide the same interpretation of knowledge about this subject area at the human and 

computer levels. In the case of data integration, the object of the description presented in 

the form of an ontology is a certain information resource. Therefore, it is appropriate to talk 

about a specific category of ontologies - data ontologies. In the general case, the formal 

representation of an ontology is a triple of the form O = <X, R, F>, where X is a finite set of 

concepts (classes, concepts) SA with their properties (attributes), R is a finite set of relations 

(connections, correspondences ) between concepts, F is a finite set of interpretation 

functions (constraints, axioms). According to the requirements of the IDEF5 standard, 

concepts are divided into classes and class values. At the same time, classes can form a 

hierarchy, that is, the value of a class can be another class (subclass), for example, the class 

"documents" can include subclasses "text documents", "XML documents", "PDF documents", 

etc. as values. Connections between concepts are divided into classification ones - between 

classes and subclasses, and structural ones, which describe the interaction of classes. An 

example of structural connections is correspondence between the sections of this work, 

which in combination form a complete information resource. Fig. 4 shows an example of IR 

classification from the point of view of integration. The "Information resource" class 

contains the "Text", "Web resource" and "Database" subclasses, which, in turn, are divided 

into smaller subclasses. The number of levels of hierarchical classification depends on 

specific requirements and features of data integration processes. 

Information resource

Document Web resource Database

Text XML PDF Site RSS Forum Transactional 
database

Data storage

 

Figure 4: An example of defining classes of the ontology of an IR 
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Figure 5: An example of defining an ontology describing the composition of IR 

Fig. 5 shows an example of an ontology that describes the composition of a scientific 

article in the form of concepts that describe its content elements and the connections 



between them. The processes of semantic data integration involve the construction for each 

input data set Di of its own ontology O(Di), which forms an unambiguous description of the 

semantics of both the entire information resource and its elements O(Di) = <X(Di), R(Di), 

F(Di)>, where X(Di) is a set of concepts that describe data units, their content, properties 

and belonging to a certain class or category; R(Di) is a set of connections and relationships 

between data units that determine the order of their interaction and mutual application; 

F(Di) is a set of semantic restrictions and data interpretation functions that connect them 

with real concepts and objects of the subject area, and also regulate the order of determining 

such correspondences. Such an ontology describes the semantic relationship of defined and 

specified data elements with the subject area concepts, forming a coherent "data-content" 

structure. Since the object of ontology description in the case of semantic integration is data, 

it can be classified as an applied ontology and presented as a metadata system of a special 

kind. In this way, the task of semantic integration of data can be reduced to the construction 

of some global integrated information resource by combining a set of input local ontologies, 

while identifying correspondences between them, as well as eliminating contradictions and 

conflicts between ontologies. For this, the process of semantic integration of data is built 

based on the fulfilment of several predefined conditions, which aim to ensure the correct, 

from the point of view of content, combination of local input data in the global output 

resource. The conditions for the possibility of semantic integration of input local data sets, 

in this case, are formulated as a sequence of requirements for the coordinated joint 

application of elements of various data ontologies. Input data sets Di and Dj are considered 

semantically integrated, suitable for joint use in the formation of a global integrated 

resource, if the two ontologies O(Di) and O(Dj) corresponding to these data sets fulfil the 

rules: 

 in sets of concepts X(Di) and X(Dj)  

(1) there are no identical concepts described in different ways; 

(2) there are no concepts of different content described in the same way; 

 in the sets of connections R(Di) and R(Dj)  

(1) there are no connections of different content and direction between the same 

concepts; 

(2) there are no connections of the same type that cannot be implemented 

simultaneously; 

 in sets of interpretation functions F(Di) and F(Dj) 

(1) there are no functions, the simultaneous implementation of which will lead to 

ambiguous interpretations; 

(2) same-type concepts of different ontologies are not associated with restrictions that 

cannot be fulfilled simultaneously.  

Verification of the specified conditions of semantic integration of data can be 

implemented both at the formal and the expert level, while the result should be the same. 



Fulfilment of the entire set of requirements allows us to conclude the possibility of 

combining two sets of data at the level of their content with obtaining a semantically correct 

result. The key property of ontologies to create an unambiguous presentation of the content 

of data both at the human level and at the level of information technologies constitutes a 

significant advantage of semantic integration based on ontologies over other approaches, 

namely: 

(1) construction of a meaningfully complete agreed description of the semantics of input 

local and output integrated information resources; 

(2) the possibility of applying unified means and procedures independent of SA data; 

(3) possibilities of implementation with the help of appropriate software tools; 

(4) semantic integration conditions definition and analysis at the formal level; 

(5) obtaining a semantically correct result without the direct participation of a human 

expert.  

An analysis of the features of creating a single content-integrated information resource 

with the use of metadata, contextual analysis and ontologies allows us to draw the following 

conclusions. 

1. The main methods of solving data semantics integration problems are integration 

using contextual analysis, metadata and ontologies. 

2. Ontologies are the most effective means of semantic integration, as they provide the 

same interpretation possibility at the human and machine level. 

3. The approach to semantic data integration based on ontologies involves the use of 

intelligent methods and tools to solve the problems of semantic data integration. 

4. Presentation of ontologies in the form of metadata corresponds to the main 

principles of open IS - interoperability, uniformity, mobility, etc. 

The semantics integration solutions developed in this section serve as a basis for creating 

appropriate means of data integration in open information systems. The task of forming and 

using ontologies as a means of describing the semantics of data in the processes of 

integration of heterogeneous information resources has several solutions, each of which has 

its principles, models, and tools.  

3.2.2. Building a global ontology of integrated data 

The result of the semantic integration of data according to the developed approach is the 

creation of a global ontology that describes the semantics of the integrated source data set. 

The problem has several solutions. 

Data integration is based on a single ontology. In this case, for the explicit 

specification of the semantics of different data sets, they form a single global ontology with 

shared, agreed resources distributed by distributed access. A single ontology of integrated 

data is built in one of the ways (Fig. 6a). 

1. By distribution - at the same time, they form a global description of concepts, 

relations and interpretation functions with distributed dictionaries, which are used 

to specify the semantics of each of the data sets to be integrated.  



2. By unification – this method provides for the formation and replenishment of the 

global ontology as a result of the agreed unification of vocabulary resources of local 

ontologies formed for data sets to be integrated. 

Information 
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Information 
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...

Information 
resource 1

Local 
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Information 
resource 2

Information 
resource n

...

Local 
ontology 2
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Figure 6: Based on a single ontology and based on a set of ontologies  

In the first case, the global ontology of the integrated information resource is presented 

as a coordinated set of projections of local ontologies of the form OI=<π1[O(D1)], π2[O(D2)], 

…, πN[O(DN)]>, in the second as the union of projections of local ontologies: 

OI=π1[O(D1)] π2[O(D2)]  … πN[O(DN)], (5) 

where OI is the global ontology of an integrated resource; O(Di) is the ontology of the 

local resource (i=1, 2,..., N), N is the number of input information resources; πi[O(Di)] s the 

projection of the local ontology O(Di) onto the subject area of the original integrated 

information resource, which is formed as a subset of the local ontology, which includes only 

defined concepts, connections and axioms. A feature of semantic data integration based on 

a single ontology is the possibility of sharing global resources to describe the semantics of 

each input data set. 

Data integration is based on multiple ontologies. In this case, each input data set for 

semantic integration is described by its ontology, which is not related to others and which 

operates on its unallocated resources. The process of semantic integration in this case is 

based on agreement, interaction and resource exchange between independent local 

ontologies. At the same time, the use of such methods and means of building and processing 

ontologies is envisaged, which ensures their joint application in the formation of a single 

semantic space of integrated data. In particular, for the coordinated use of such resources, 

a check of compliance with the requirements of semantic integration of data, which is 

described above, is performed. The global ontology of the integrated source data set is 

formed as a combination of the ontologies of the input local data sets and their matching 

rules: 

OI=< O(D1), O(D2), …,O(DN), Match(O(D1), O(D2), …,O(DN))>, (6) 

where OI is the global ontology of an integrated resource; O(Di) is local resource ontology 

(i=1,2,…, N), N is the number of input SH; Match(O(D1), O(D2), …, O(DN)) is a system of rules 



for matching ontologies of input local resources, formed according to the conditions of 

semantic integration. 

A hybrid approach to data integration based on ontologies. This method of semantic 

integration combines the features of the two previously described methods. By analogy 

with a single ontology, in this case, a common, coordinated distributed resource is created. 

However, the use of this resource for the specification of the semantics of input data sets 

occurs through their local ontologies (Fig. 7). The global ontology of the integrated source 

data set is formed as a combination of the ontologies of the input local data sets and their 

matching rules 

OI=< OD, O(D1), O(D2), …,O(DN), Match(OD, O(D1), O(D2), …,O(DN))>, (7) 

where OI is the global ontology of an integrated resource; OD is the general distributed 

ontology of an integrated resource; O(Di) is the ontology of the local resource (i=1,2,..., N), N 

is the number of input information resources; Match(OD, O(D1), O(D2), …, O(DN))> is a system 

of rules for mutual agreement of the ontologies of input local resources and the general 

distributed ontology of the integrated resource, formed according to the conditions of 

semantic integration. 
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Figure 7: Scheme of hybrid semantic data integration 

Similarly, to the previous case, the semantics of the information resource to be integrated 

is described by a separate ontology. But for the compatibility of local ontologies, global 

distributed semantic resources are created, in which the basic terms and concepts common 

to the SA of integrated data are concentrated. Therefore, in this case, matching, according 

to a defined set of semantic integration requirements, is performed not only between local 

ontologies but also with distributed semantics description resources. These three 

approaches, in general, define typical variants of semantic data integration using ontologies. 

4. Experiments, results and discussions 

4.1. Language tools of the data integration service 

The DISP (Data Integration Service Protocol) data integration service protocol is based 

on a set of integrated data description language tools (Integrated Data Framework - IDF). 



IDF is a specialized language for creating metadata that describes the properties of a data 

set and the order of its application in integration processes. The syntax of IDF is based on 

the XML syntax, which provides the possibility of processing language constructions by 

standard means. IDF lexical units are formed in the form of tags of a unified format, the 

structure and presentation of which are regulated by predefined norms. Each lexical unit 

has its interpretation, which gives it the meaningful value of the characteristics of one of the 

properties of the data set that appear in the integration processes. A comprehensive 

description of the properties of a data set forms a functionally complete, consistent set of 

its metadata - a meta schema. A data set meta schema is a document built-in XML format, 

made using IDF lexical constructions, which provides opportunities for processing the 

properties of a data set in solving data integration problems. Linguistic means of describing 

integrated data are divided into the following parts (Fig. 8) as tools for describing: 

 the syntax of integrated data – IDF-Syntax; 

 the structure of integrated data – IDF-Structure; 

 the semantics of integrated data – IDF-Semantics; 

 additional properties of integrated data – IDF-Properties. 
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Figure 8: Structure of the Integrated Data Description Language (IDF) 

Each subset of the IDF language is a means of constructing a description of the 

corresponding part of the meta schema.  

Linguistic means of describing data syntax. The initial element is the syntax section 

description instruction. The purpose of the instruction is to build a unified description of 

how to display data in a set, how to type data and additional requirements for how to 

present data. The instruction submission format is an XML tag, which can be used as part of 

a single set of metadata, or in a separate XML document defined to describe the syntax. The 

syntax description section is part of a general set of metadata that describes the metadata 

schema of a defined set of data in the processes of their integration. The composition and 

correspondence of the set of elements used to describe the structure are shown in Fig. 9. 

Elements of the description in the figure are marked with rectangles, attributes of elements 

with text inscriptions above arcs, values of elements and attributes with ovals, 

correspondence between elements, attributes and values with lines. 
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Figure 9: Syntax description structure of integrated data 

The general form of the instruction has two forms of presentation - abbreviated and 

expanded. The abbreviated form of the data syntax definition instruction is used to refer to 

a previously constructed and saved description. It has the following format:  
<Syntax SyntaxName="syntax name" URI="address of stored syntax description"/> 

The expanded form is used to construct an explicit description of the syntax in the 

general set of metadata, which is a description of the meta schema of the defined set. Its 

format: 
<Syntax Syntaxname=" syntax name " > syntax description <Syntax>  

 syntax name – a symbolic constant, a unique identifier of the syntax in the data 

integration environment; 

 syntax description – specification of the alphabet, specification of types, 

specification of syntactic constraints; 

 the address of the saved syntax description – URI (Unified Resource Locator) 

specification of the location of the data set in which the previously formed syntax 

description is stored, executed according to general rules in the XML document 

format. 

The purpose of the alphabet specification instruction is to describe the set of characters 

that are used to represent the data values of the specified set. It is used as a component of 

the data syntax description. Alphabet specification instruction format: 
<CharSet CharSetName=" alphabet name " Encoding=" coding table " URI=" address of stored alphabet " />| 



<CharSet CharSetName=" alphabet name " Encoding=" coding table " > list of symbols < CharSet > 

 the name of the alphabet is a unique identifier of a set of symbols in the environment 

of the information system; 

 encoding table – a reference to the standard table of codes used for transmitting and 

storing alphabet symbols; 

 the address of the saved alphabet – the access path to the XML document file in 

which the character set is saved; 

 list of characters – a character strip without delimiters, which contains all characters 

allowed for a given set of data. 

The data type specification statement defines the set of data types that are used to type 

the data in the specified set. The instruction describes the general data syntax description 

section and has the following format: 
<TypeSet TypeSetName=" the name of a set of types  

" URI=" the address of the saved description of the set of types " /> | 

<TypeSet TypeSetName=" the name of a set of types " > list of type specifications </TypeSet> 

 the name of the set of types – the unique identifier of the set of types in the 

information system environment; 

 the address of the saved description of the set of types - the access path to the XML 

document file in which the previously prepared set of data types is saved; 

 type specification – a description that contains the name of the type, the class to 

which it belongs and the procedure for defining the data type. 

A data type specification is part of the specification of a set of data types used to type the 

values of a defined set. Each type specification describes the content and procedure for 

defining a single data type. A type specification statement is represented as an XML element 

of a type^ 
<Type TypeName=" type name " TypeClass=" type class "> type definition </Type> 

 type name – a unique identifier of the type in the information system environment; 

 type class – can take one of the preset values: Basic – basic elementary type; Generic 

– generated type, formed based on the basic one according to the standard 

procedure; User Defined – a generated type formed from a base in a way defined by 

the user. 

 definition – a reference to the base type and the method of formation for generated 

types. 

The syntax constraint description statement is part of the syntax description of the data 

set. With its help, additional requirements regarding the form of presentation of the values 

of individual data elements in the corresponding set are determined. The syntactic 

constraint description instruction has the following XML tag format: 
<RestrictionSet RestrictionSetName=" the name of the constraint set " URI=" the address of the stored description 

of the constraint set " /> | 



        <RestrictionSet RestrictionSetName=" the name of the constraint set " >  

list of constraint specifications </RestrictionSet> 

 the name of the set of restrictions – the unique identifier of the set of restrictions in 
the information system environment; 
 the address of the saved description of the set of restrictions – the access path to the 
XML document file in which the pre-prepared set of restrictions is saved. 
The syntactic constraint specification is a formalized description of the form and content 

of data value presentation requirements. Each syntax constraint can be applied multiple 

times for different values. A syntactic constraint specification is provided as an XML element 

of the type: 
<Restriction RestrictionName=" the name of the constraint " RestrictionClass=" constraint class "> limit definition 

</Restriction> 

 restriction name – a unique identifier of the restriction in the information system 

environment; 

 restriction class – one of the values: Format – basic standardized data presentation 

format; Mask – mask for entering data values; Template – a template for converting 

data values. 

 constraint definition – a character string describing a pattern or mask or a reference 

to a standardized basic format. An example of a description of the syntax of 

integrated data in the full format is an XML document of the form shown in Fig. 10. 

Linguistic means of describing data structure. The purpose of this part of the IDF 

language is to form a description of the order of determination of data units in a set, their 

combination, arrangement and formation of complex units based on simple ones. The 

section describing the structure is part of the general set of metadata describing the meta-

schema of the defined set of data in the processes of their integration. The composition and 

correspondence of the set of elements used to describe the structure are shown in Fig. 11. 

Elements of the description in the figure are marked with rectangles, attributes of elements 

with text inscriptions above arcs, values of elements and attributes with ovals, 

correspondence between elements, attributes and values with lines. The initial element of 

this subset of the language is an instruction to define a structure description section. It is 

presented in XML-sentence format: 
<Structure StructureName=" structure name " StructureType=" structure type " URI=" the address of the saved 

structure description "/> 



 

Figure 10: A listing of the XML document with a description of the syntax of the data set 
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Figure 11: Description of the structure of integrated data 

to create an abbreviated description of the structure of the data set, in the case of using 

a previously built saved set of structure definitions, or in the form:  
<Structure StructureName=" structure name " StructureType=" structure type " > description of the structure 

</Structure>  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<Syntax syntaxname=" syntax name "> 

  <CharSet CharSetName=" alphabet name " Encoding=" code page "> 

                                Alphabet symbols 

        </CharSet> 

  <TypeSet TypeSetName=" name of the set of data types "> 

    <Type TypeName=" type name1" TypeClass=" class type1"> 

                Data type1 

                </Type> 

    <Type TypeName=" type name2" TypeClass=" class type2"> 

                Data type2 

               </Type> 

  </TypeSet> 

  <RestrictionSet RestrictionSetName=" name of the constraint type set "> 

    <Restriction RestrictonName=" constraint name "  

RestrictionСlass=" constraint class "> 

                Syntax restriction 

         </Restriction> 

  </RestrictionSet> 

</Syntax> 



 structure name – symbolic constant, unique identifier of the data set structure in the 

integration environment; 

 type of structure – a constant that has an auxiliary purpose and informs the data 

consumer about the way they are structured; it is possible to use such values, the list 

of which can be expanded by references to standardized formats: 

a. relational – for structured relational data; 
b. XML – for data provided in XML format; 
c. text – for text data; 
d. HTML – for data presented in the format of web pages; 
e. OOXML – for Microsoft Office standard data; 
f. semistructured – for other loosely structured data; 
g. binary – for data provided in binary files; 
h. no value indicates that the structuring method is not set; 

 the address of the saved description of the structure – URI (Unified Resource 

Locator) specification of the location of the data set in which the previously formed 

description of the structure is stored, executed according to general rules in the 

format of an XML document; 

 description of the structure – specification of data units, specification of 

relationships between data units, specification of structural constraints. 

Each of the components of the structure description is specified in the format of an XML 

element of a specified format. To define a set of data units in an abbreviated format, XML 

sentences of the form are used:  
<DataItemSet DataItemSetName=" the name of the dataset " URI=" the address of the saved description of the set 

of data units "/>, 

or in full XML-sentence format: 
<DataItemSet DataItemSetName=" the name of the dataset " > 

list of data unit specifications </DataItemSet>, 

The specification of a data unit is defined by an XML format element: 
<DataItem DataItemLevel=" hierarchy level "> data unit description </DataItem>, 

where the hierarchy level is a numerical value that indicates the order in which some 

units are part of others in the specifications of complex data units, the description of the 

data unit is specified by the following XML elements: 
<DataItemName> the name of the data unit </DataItemName> 

<DataItemType> type </DataItemType> 

data unit name is the unique identifier of the data unit in the set, type is one of the 

predefined types used to type the data in the set. If the data element is complex, the 

<DataItem> XML elements are nested according to the hierarchy of occurrence. XML-

sentences of the form are used to define a set of relationships between data units in a 

shortened format:  
<RelationshipSet RelationshipSetName=" the name of the connection set "  

URI=" the address of the stored connection set description "/>, 

in full format:  
<RelationshipSet RelationshipSetName=" the name of the connection set "> list of connection specifications 

</RelationshipSet>. 

The communication specification is specified by an XML element of the following form: 



<Relationship RelationshipType="тип зв’язку"> list of data items </Relationship>, 

connection type – set by the appropriate symbolic constant, the following types of 

connections are possible: binary-1:1 – binary connection of the "one-to-one" type; binary-

1:* – one-to-many binary communication; binary-*:1 – binary connection of the "many-to-

one" type; binary-*:* – binary connection of the "many-to-many" type; N-ary is a relation of 

arbitrary order. 

The list of elements specifies a list of data units between which a relationship is defined. 

Each element is defined by an XML view tag: 
<RelationshipItem> the name of the data unit </RelationshipItem>. 

The number of list items is determined by the type of connection. The direction in binary 

links is determined by the order of the elements in the list. 

XML sentences are used to define a set of additional requirements for the data structure 

(constraints) in a shortened format:  
<RestrictionSet RestrictionSetName=" the name of the connection set " 

URI=" the address of the stored constraint set description "/>, 

in full format - a sentence of the form: 
<RestrictionSet RestrictionSetName=" the name of the connection set "> 

a list of structural constraint specifications </StructureRestrictions>. 

A structural constraint specification defines one of the types of requirements for the 

combination of data elements in structural units and is specified by an XML tag of the form: 
<Restriction RestrictionType=" constraint type "> list of data units </Restriction>, 

restriction type – a symbolic constant that defines one of the variants of data structure 

requirements: inclusive – the listed data units are part of one another only in combination; 

exclusive – the listed data units cannot be part of another at the same time. 

The data units in the constraint are specified by the XML view tag: 
<RestrictionItem> the name of the data unit <RestrictionItem>, 

the name of the data unit is set according to the definitions given in the section on the 

description of structural data units. The part of the structure description defining the 

structural constraints is optional. Attribute values in XML tags that specify names and 

addresses have the same usage as names and addresses in tags defined above. A sample 

description of the data set structure in XML document format looks like this (Fig. 12). 

Linguistic means of describing the semantics of integrated data. The purpose of this 

part of the IDF language is to form a description of the order of interpretation of the data in 

the set. The semantics description section is part of a general set of metadata describing the 

meta-schema of a defined set of data in the processes of their integration. The semantics 

description section is defined by an XML sentence of the following form: 
<Semantics SemanticsName=" the name of the semantics description " URI=" the address of the stored semantics 

description "/> 

to create a description of the semantics of the data set in abbreviated format, in the case 

of using a pre-built saved set of structure definitions, or in the form:  
<Semantics SemanticsName=" name of the semantic description "> description of semantics</Semantics 

</Semantics>;  

to create a description of data semantics in an expanded format. 



 

Figure 12: XML document Listing with a description of the structure of the integrated data 

The description of data semantics consists of one or more ontologies. The composition 

and correspondence of the set of elements used to describe the ontology are shown in Fig. 

17.5. The elements of the description are marked in the figure with rectangles, the attributes 

of the elements are marked with text above the arcs, the values of the elements and 

attributes are marked with ovals, and the correspondences between elements, attributes 

and values are with lines. The ontology description section starts with an XML tag like this: 
<Ontology OntologyName=" ontology name " URI=" the address of the stored ontology description "> ontology 

description </Ontology>, 

the name of the ontology is a unique identifier of the ontology, and the address of the 

stored ontology description is a pointer to the XML document in which the preformed 

description is stored, this attribute can be omitted in the case of building an explicit 

description. 

The description of the ontology consists of sections describing concepts, describing 

relations, and describing axioms of data interpretation. The concept description section is 

specified by an XML tag: 
<ConceptSet ConceptSetName=" the name of the set of concepts " URI=" the address of the saved concept 

description "> list of concept descriptions </ConceptSet>, 

the name of the set of concepts is a unique identifier of the set of concepts, and the address 

of the saved description of the set of concepts is a pointer to the XML document in which the 

performed description is stored, this attribute can be omitted in the case of creating an 

explicit description (Fig. 13). 

The description of the concept is specified by an XML tag: 
<Concept ConceptLevel= hierarchy level > list of attributes </Concept>,  

for simple concepts, or 
<Concept ConceptLevel= hierarchy level > list of concepts </Concept>, 

for complex concepts, at the same time, the value hierarchy level is used - an integer that 

indicates the nesting level of concepts, in the case of defining them according to a 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<Structure StructureName=" structure name "> 

  <DataItemSet> 

    <Dataitem DataitemLevel="0"> 

      <DataitemName> the name of the data unit </DataitemName> 

      <DataitemType> type of data unit </DataitemType> 

    </Dataitem> 

  </DataItemSet> 

  <RelationshipSet> 

    <Relationship RelationshipType=" type of communication "> 

      <RelationItem> Data element1</RelationItem> 

      <RelationItem> Data element2</RelationItem> 

    </Relationship> 

  </RelationshipSet> 

  <RestrictionSet RestrictionSetName=" the constraint set name "> 

    <Restriction RestrictionType=" constraint type "> 

      <RestrictionItem> the name of the data unit </RestrictionItem> 

    </Restriction> 

  </RestrictionSet> 

</Structure> 



hierarchical scheme, the highest level of the hierarchy, as well as the level of the hierarchy 

for simple concepts, is marked with the value 0. 
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Figure 13: The composition of means of description of the ontology of integrated data 

The concept attribute is defined by an XML tag: 
<Attribute> attribute name </Attribute>, 

the name of the attribute is a character string that is interpreted as a unique designation 

of the attribute that describes one property of the concept. 

Section of relations, intended for the formation of a description of interaction and 

correspondence between concepts. The section is defined by an XML sentence: 
<RelationSet RelationSetName=" the name of the relation set " URI=" адреса збереженого опису відношень "> 

relationship descriptions list </RelationSet>, 

the name of the set of relations is the unique identifier of the set of relations in the data 

integration environment, and the address of the saved description of the set of relations is a 

pointer to the XML document in which the performed description is saved, this attribute can 

be omitted in the case of creating an explicit description. 

The relationship description is specified by the XML tag of the view: 
<Relation RelationName=" relation name " > relation specification </Relation>, 

relation name – the unique identifier of the relation in the data integration environment. 

The relation specification specification expression has the form: 
<RelationItem> concept </RelationItem><RelationType> relationship type</RelationType> <RelationItem> concept 

</RelationItem> 

for relations between two concepts, or 
<RelationItem> concept </RelationItem>…<RelationItem> concept </RelationItem> 

<RelationType> relationship typ</RelationType> <RelationItem> concept </RelationItem>…<RelationItem> concept 

</RelationItem> 



for the description of objects between sets of concepts, the relation type is a constant that 

characterizes the content of the relation and the nature of the interaction of the concepts 

between which it is defined according to the terminology of the IDEF5 standard: sub-kind-

of, instance-of – classification relation; part-of – aggregation relation; produce – production 

relationship; associate – association relation. The absence of the <RelationType> tag is 

considered equivalent to defining an association relation. Axioms that determine the 

interpretation of data units due to their connection with concepts are specified by an XML 

tag of the following form: 
<Axiom AxiomName=" the name of the axiom " > axiom specification</Axiom>, 

axiom name is the unique identifier of the axiom in the data integration environment. 

The axiom specification has the format of an XML sentence of the following composition: 
<DataItem> unit of data </DataItem>…<DataItem> unit of data </DataItem><Concept> concept </Concept>, 

the first part of which is a list of data units, the second is the concept that they represent 

in the information resource. A sample XML document that contains a description of 

semantics looks like this (Fig. 14). 

4.2. Language means of integrated data properties describing 

The category of general data set information in integration processes includes data set 

identifier; data creation/updation date; the address of the location in the integration 

environment; information about the owner; information about the rights and restrictions 

of access to the data set; and additional information. 

 

Figure 14: Sample description of dataset semantics in XML format 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<Semantics SemanticsName=" name of the semantic description " URI=" the address of the saved description "> 

  <Ontology OntologyName="ontology name" URI="stored description address"> 

    <ConceptSet ConceptSetName=" the name of the set of concepts "  

URI=" the address of the saved description "> 

      <Concept ConceptName=" concept name " ConceptLevel=" concept hierarchy level "> 

        <Attribute> concept attribute </Attribute> 

      </Concept> 

    </ConceptSet> 

    <RelationSet RelationSetName=" the name of the relation set "  

URI=" the address of the saved description"> 

      <Relation RelationName=" relation name "> 

        <RelationItem> concept </RelationItem> 

        <RelationType> relation type </RelationType> 

      </Relation> 

    </RelationSet> 

    <AxiomSet AxiomSetName=" the name of the axiom set " URI=" the address of the saved description "> 

      <Axiom AxiomName=" the name of the axiom "> 

        <Concept> concept </Concept> 

        <DataItem> data item </DataItem> 

      </Axiom> 

    </AxiomSet> 

  </Ontology> 

</Semantics> 



The description section of the general information about the data set is created in an XML 

sentence of the form: 
<Properties PropertiesSetName=" property description name "> description of properties </Properties>, 

where property description is a set of XML elements that describe the values of the 

properties defined above. In the abbreviated format, the description section is specified by 

an XML sentence of the form: 
<Properties PropertiesSetName="property description name" URI="description address">, 

where the address of the saved description is the address of the XML file in which the pre-

prepared description of general information about the data set is saved. The description of 

each of the properties is specified by the corresponding XML element in the general 

document, which contains the description of the properties. Dataset identifier –  
<DataSetName> dataset name </DataSetName>, 

data set name – a unique identifier of the data set, formed according to the rules of the 

integration environment. 

The data set presentation format determines the methods of its formation and the means 

of maintaining and accessing the data. Definitions of the format are given by a tag of the 

following form:  
<DataSetFormat>data set presentation format<DataSetFormat>,  

the data set presentation format is a constant that indicates the means or technology by 

which the data set is formed and access to it is supported. For this, generally accepted 

notations and names are used, in particular the following: XML – for data submitted in the 

general XML document format, HTML x.x – data in the format of a web page, where x.x 

indicates the language version, OOXML – Microsoft Office document format, DBF – database 

file format of type xBase, Oracle x.x - database table of Oracle DBMS version x.x, etc. In 

general, a set of ways to indicate the presentation format is defined within a specific 

implementation by creating appropriate glossaries. Data set creation/update date –  
<DataSetDate> date created/updated </DataSetDate>, 

date created/updated – a date/time value that indicates when the data in the set was last 

updated. The description of the data set owner is  
<DatasetOwner>owner</DatasetOwner>,  

the owner is the identifier of the user who owns the data set in the information system 

environment. The description of user access rights to the data set is specified by a composite 

XML view element: 
<DataSetAccess> <User> 

<UserName> User ID </UserName> 

<UserRight> type of action </UserRight>…<UserRight> type of action </UserRight> 

</User> 

</DataSetAccess>, 

each <User> type element describes the rights granted to the user with the identifier 

specified by the <UserName> type element to perform one of several types of actions on the 

data set specified by the <UserRight> type element. The value of the type of action is 

specified by a symbolic literal, which can take the following values: access - the right to 

receive data values from the set, update - the right to update the data values in the set, 

reconstruct - the right to change the description and properties of the data set, all rights - 



full rights to perform any actions on the data set, including destruction. Additional 

information about the data set is specified by the XML view element: 
<Other> a list of additional data set properties </Other>, 

a list of additional properties of the data set - symbolic literal or XML elements of arbitrary 

content that contain comments and explanations about the properties of the data set that 

are not included in the list defined above. 

A sample description of general information about a data set in the format of an XML 

document is shown in Fig. 15. 

A complete description of the data set as a separate unit of the integration process 

combines the description of all predefined components - syntax, structure, semantics and 

general properties and forms its meta schema (Fig. 16). The meta schema of each separate 

set is a part of the general metadata that ensures the maintenance and IRP of the system. 

 

Figure 15: A sample XML document describing the general characteristics of a data set 

The complete description of the data set meta schema in the integration process is 

specified as an XML file of the following general format: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<MetaScheme MetaSchemeName=" the name of the meta schema " URI=" the address of the saved description of 

the meta-schema "> 

   <Properties> description of general properties </Properties> 

   <Syntax> syntax description </Syntax> 

   <Structure> description of the structure </Structure> 

   <Semantscs> description of semantic </Semantscs> 

</MetaScheme>, 

which consists of four functional sections containing, respectively, a description of the 

general properties of the data set, syntax, structure and semantics of the data. The described 

linguistic tools use provides the possibility of manipulating and transforming the syntax, 

structure and semantics of data in the processes of their integration. The use of XML as the 

basis for defining the language means of the data integration service protocol makes it 

interoperable, and independent of data integration platforms and technologies and enables 

the elaboration of the data set schema using standardized and unified means. The order of 

functioning of language means of the integration service is as follows:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<Properties PropertiesSetName=" property description name " URI=" the address of the saved description "> 

  <DataSetName> dataset name </DataSetName> 

  <DataSetDate> date created/updated </DataSetDate> 

  <DatasetOwner> owner </DatasetOwner> 

<DataSetAccess> 

    <User> 

      <UserName> User ID </UserName> 

      <UserRight> the right to access the set </UserRight> 

    </User> 

  </DataSetAccess> 

  <Other> a list of additional data set properties </Other> 

</Properties>  



 user requests through the web interface are directed to the web server, which 

supports a set of server Java pages, a functional module is executed that solves one 

of the tasks of the heterogeneous data integration service; 
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Figure 16: General structure of data set description in integration processes 

 the user's request is analyzed and interpreted by server means, as a result of which 

a list of data to be generated is created; 

 based on the list of data units, a request to the metadata repository in XQuery format 

is built, the result of which is the finding and selection of values that describe the 

required data units; 

 based on this description, a meta-schema of integrated data is created, which forms 

the result of the user's request; 

 the received metaschema is interpreted into a set of data selection requests from 

repositories of various formats, which are implemented through standardized 

access interfaces; 

 the results of query execution are transferred to the appropriate integration module, 

which combines them with the requirements of the meta schema and forms the 

resulting data set; 



 the resulting data set is formatted and presented to the user according to the 

interface requirements. 

This project solution made it possible to create a single complex of IT management of the 

enterprise "112 Ukraine" based on existing IR and systems and thereby avoid the costs of 

developing new projects "from scratch". 

5. Conclusions 

DISP is an application-level protocol that defines the data integration service 

implementing methods, order and means at the open information system user request. The 

main purpose of using the protocol is the organization of the service for the user of the open 

information system, which forms the data set he needs by integrating the data located in a 

set of disparate local information resources. The protocol does not depend on protocols of 

lower (presentation and session) levels and provides for user interaction with open 

information system services using standardized interfaces. The goals achieved by the 

protocol are as follows  

 creation of a platform for building a data integration service in environments of open 

information systems with heterogeneous distributed information resources; 

 maintenance of interaction with standard application tools of the user of the open 

information system; 

 perception and interpretation of requests of the user of the open information system 

to receive the appropriate information product or service; 

 ensuring user access to disparate local information resources set through 

integration; 

 formation of a global data set based on local information resources through 

integration; 

 transfer of the results of the request to the user of the open information system. 

The goals of the protocol are not: 

 determination of ways, methods and means and formation of local information 

resources; 

 determination of the composition and characteristics of technological means of data 

processing in local repositories; 

 administration of repositories in which local information resources are 

concentrated; 

 implementation of data protection and security measures in the IS environment. 

Based on the performed analysis and generalizations, the main methods of building 

information resources of business analytics systems are determined - homogenization, 

distribution, and integration. The approach based on data integration is the most 

appropriate to the features of business intelligence systems. Together with the other 



resources integration of business intelligence systems, data integration forms a single 

coordinated set of actions for the design, construction and support of business intelligence 

systems.  

Based on the conducted analysis, it is possible to conclude that there are several relevant 

today's interrelated problems in the e-commerce field.  

 The problem of forming a high-quality information resource of business analytics 

systems that is relevant to the system goals, adequate to its tasks and appropriate to 

the needs and requirements of users. 

 The problem of heterogeneous form, content and properties integration of input 

information resources into a single agreed common resource of business analytics 

systems. 

 The problem of developing and substantiating a single generalized theoretical 

concept of data integration for the unified effective methods, tools and modern 

technologies creation to solve the problem of forming information resources of 

business analytics systems in various industries and fields of application. 

The development of methods of multi-level data integration in business analytics 

systems allows us to draw the following conclusions: 

 It is advisable to base the method on a multi-level data model that takes into account 

various aspects of this data (syntax, semantics, meaning); 

 The key point of the integration process is its implementation based on data meta-

schemas, which made it possible to reduce access to the actual data and reduce the 

time required for integration; 

 The general process of integration is carried out as a set of sub-processes of 

integration of values, syntax and semantics of data; 

 The use of ontologies in the processes of semantic data integration made it possible 

to carry out integration at the level of data content, to achieve the same 

interpretation of data by both people and machines. 

In the process of developing knowledge presentation methods for intelligent business 

analytics systems, the algebraic theory of types was laid as its basis. An algebraic system 

has been built in which there is an unambiguous mapping between ontology entities and 

abstract data types. The development of presentation methods and the architecture of 

intelligent networks of business processes allows us to draw the following conclusions: 

 IS is based on the ontology of business processes. 

 Given the changing nature of SA and the incomplete knowledge of the ontology 

developer, it is necessary to use ontologies that can adapt to changes. 

 Intelligent networks of business processes should be presented as a set of 

interacting executable ontological models. 



As a result of the work, a specification of language tools was developed for creating 

metadata that describes the syntax, semantics, and structure of data in integration 

processes, as an interoperable service of an intermediate level. The advantages of linguistic 

means of data integration over instrumental ones are due to the following factors. 

 Unification - the use of protocol-level language tools makes it possible to reduce the 

processes of data integration to the manipulation of typical concepts, objects, 

properties and procedures for their processing. 

 Interoperability – provides the possibility of joint use of means of maintaining the 

application protocol of data integration with any other means of data processing. 

 Mobility – the implementation of protocol means of data integration at the 

application level makes them independent of the specifics of the platforms and the 

implementation environment, which ensures the possibility of their free movement. 

 Standardization of processing formats and procedures – the use of XML as the basis 

of the language means of describing objects and processing metadata makes it 

possible to process the necessary resources by standard means and according to 

standardized procedures.  

 Compliance with the principles of SOA – provides easy access and use of data 

integration protocol tools for a wide range of information system users. 

 Ease of implementation – such means use of integration does not require 

restructuring of BP, platforms or other means of maintaining the open information 

system environment, as it involves the formation of an additional, relatively 

autonomous intermediate layer of data abstraction. 

 Insignificant cost – the need absence to rebuild information systems, and develop, 

purchase and implement complex and expensive data integration tools and 

platforms makes projects based on protocol tools relatively inexpensive.  
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